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Abstract: We report on the mid-term stability progress of a table-top coherent population8

trapping (CPT) microcell atomic clock, previously limited by light-shift effects and variations9

of the cell inner atmosphere. The light-shift contribution is now mitigated through the use of a10

pulsed symmetric auto-balanced Ramsey (SABR) interrogation technique, combined with setup11

temperature, laser power and microwave power stabilization. In addition, Ne buffer gas pressure12

variations in the cell are now greatly reduced through the use of a micro-fabricated cell built with13

low permeation alumino-silicate glass (ASG) windows. Combining these approaches, the clock14

Allan deviation is measured to be 1.4 × 10−12 at 105 s. This stability level at 1 day is competitive15

with best current microwave microcell-based atomic clocks.16
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1. Introduction18

Microwave chip-scale atomic clocks (CSACs) [1–6] based on coherent population trapping19

(CPT) [7] have met a significant success by offering a typical fractional frequency stability of a20

few 10−11 at 1 day integration time, in a low size, weight and power (SWaP) budget. These clocks21

are now deployed in navigation and positioning systems, secure communications, underwater22

sensor networks and unmanned vehicles. However, mid- and long-term instabilities remain and23

are likely to be resulting from light-shift effects and/or cell inner atmosphere evolution.24

In a CPT CSAC, light-shifts are induced by variations of the laser power, laser frequency25

and microwave power and result in variations of the clock frequency. Various techniques26

have been demonstrated in continuous-regime (CW) CPT clocks to mitigate them such as the27

active stabilization on a specific microwave power set-point [8–11], the adjustment of the cell28

temperature [12], the compensation of the laser frequency detuning [11], the use of servo loops29

to mitigate variations of the laser block [6, 11, 13, 14], or the implementation of laser power30

modulation-based sequences [15, 16].31

An alternative approach for light-shift mitigation consists in using pulsed Ramsey-based interro-32

gation protocols. Their benefit for the improvement of mid- and long-term stability of vapor cell33

clocks, a specification of key importance for most of the applications, has been demonstrated34

in high-performance double-resonance Rb cell clocks with the pulsed-optically pumped (POP)35

method [17] or CPT clocks using symmetric auto-balanced Ramsey spectroscopy (SABR) [18].36

These pulsed cell clocks have demonstrated long-term stability levels never achieved by their37

continuous-regime (CW) version. More recently, these interrogation methods were adopted with38

success in CPT [19,20] and double-resonance microcell-based clocks [21].39

Instabilities of the clock frequency can also be induced by any evolution of the cell inner40

atmosphere through the buffer-gas induced temperature and pressure shift of the atomic transi-41

tion [22]. Buffer gas permeation through the cell glass windows has been identified as a limitation42

process [23], especially when light buffer gas, as helium or neon, are used. Reduction of helium43

permeation for ultra-high vacuum (UHV)-cell-based applications has been achieved by employing44
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alumino-silicate glass (ASG) for the cell windows [24, 25]. However, to our knowledge, no45

data has been reported demonstrating the benefits of ASG as an efficient permeation barrier for46

microcells with other buffer gases.47

In a previous study [20], we have undertaken the implementation of a CPT-based microcell atomic48

clock using symmetric auto-balanced Ramsey (SABR) spectroscopy for light-shift mitigation.49

Despite a reduction of the clock frequency sensitivity to light-field parameters by a factor higher50

than 100 in comparison with the standard continuous-wave (CW) regime, the clock stability51

remained limited for integration times higher than 1000 s by another mechanism, which we52

attributed to Ne permeation through the cell borosilicate glass (BSG) windows.53

In this paper, we report on the stability performance progress of this pulsed CPT-based microcell54

atomic clock. The latter is not fully-integrated and uses an external acousto-optic modulator55

(AOM) for generation of the pulsed optical sequence. The clock, based now on a Cs-Ne56

microfabricated cell built with lower-permeation ASG windows, uses the SABR interrogation57

technique, in conjunction with active servos of the setup temperature, the microwave power, and58

the laser power. In this configuration, the clock Allan deviation reaches 1.4 × 10−12 at 105 s59

integration time. This stability result at 1 day is an order of magnitude better than reported in [20]60

and is competitive with those of best microwave clocks based on microcells [4, 14, 21].61

2. Experimental set-up62

Figure 1 describes the CPT clock experimental setup. This system was described in [20] and is63

briefly reminded here. The clock transition of Cs atoms, confined in a microfabricated vapor64

cell [26] filled with a pressure (∼ 87 Torr) of Ne buffer gas, is probed by an optically-carried65

9.192 GHz signal, obtained by direct current modulation at 4.596 GHz of a vertical-cavity66

surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) [27]. The laser is tuned on the Cs D1 line (_ = 894.6 nm)67

and housed in a TO-46 package with integrated thermistance and Peltier element. The cell is68

temperature-stabilized at 75◦C. A static magnetic field of 23.4 `T is applied to isolate the 0-069

clock transition. The cell is surrounded by a mu-metal magnetic shield to prevent magnetic70

perturbations from the environment.71

An acousto-optic modulator (AOM), placed at the laser output, is used to chop the light and then72

produce the pulsed SABR interrogation sequence [20]. The latter is based on consecutive Ramsey73

sequences with optical pulses of duration 𝑇𝑏 = 180 `s, followed either by a short dark time 𝑇𝑠 of74

100 `s or a long dark time 𝑇𝐿 of 250 `s. The signal is detected at a time 𝜏𝑑 = 10 `s after the75

pulse trigger during a detection window of length 𝜏𝐷 = 10 `s. A beam splitting cube is used76

to collect a measurement of the laser power 𝑃𝑙 at the cell input with a photodiode (PD1). The77

circularly-polarized light beam, with a diameter of about 0.5 mm, is transmitted through the vapor78

cell and detected by a second photodiode (PD2). The signal at the photodiode output is used in79

several servo loops for stabilization of the laser and the local oscillator frequencies, as well as80

for light-shift compensation. Optical sidebands that induce CPT resonance are connected to the81

Cs atom 62P1/2, 𝐹′= 4 excited state. The microwave synthesizer that delivers the 4.596 GHz82

signal is piloted by an active hydrogen maser used as a reference for frequency shifts and stability83

measurements.84

The experimental setup is implemented onto a table-top optical breadboard. The latter is85

surrounded by a box with foam that provides passive temperature isolation. Two Schottky diodes86

were placed between the microwave synthesizer output and the VCSEL input bias-tee. The first87

one monitors the microwave power 𝑃`𝑊𝑖
of the incident 4.596 GHz signal at the synthesizer88

output while the second one measures through a microwave circulator the microwave power 𝑃`𝑊𝑟
89

reflected by the VCSEL. In this study, the impact of a microwave power servo was investigated.90

In this case, the microwave power 𝑃`𝑊𝑖
, detected by one of the Schottky diodes, is converted91

into a voltage signal and hence compared to an ultra-stable voltage reference. An error signal,92

processed in a basic proportional-integral (PI) controller, is then used to correct the microwave93
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Fig. 1. (a): Schematic of the CPT clock experimental setup. A Cs vapor, diluted by
a Ne buffer gas pressure in a microfabricated cell, interacts with optical CPT pulses
generated with the help of a microwave-modulated VCSEL and an external AOM. AOM:
acousto-optic moudulator, SD: Schottky diode, QWP: quarter-wave plate, LA: lock-in
amplifier, ADC: analog-to-digital converter, DAC: digital-to-analog converter, Synth.:
microwave synthesizer. The inset shows the energy levels of the Cs atom involved in
the CPT interaction. (b): Light pattern produced in the SABR sequence [20].

power delivered by the microwave synthesizer. A comparable system was used to investigate the94

impact of laser power stabilization. In this case, the voltage signal at the output of the photodiode95

PD1 is compared to a voltage reference to provide a correction signal sent to the power of the RF96

signal that drives the AOM.97

3. MEMS cell with ASG windows and setup temperature control98

In our previous study [20], we suspected that Ne permeation through the cell glass windows99

could limit the clock frequency stability for integration times higher than 1000 s. To validate100

this assumption, we have developed a new wafer of Cs-Ne cells using low-permeation ASG101

windows [24]. Both BSG and ASG cells use the same dispenser technology and were laser-102

activated with comparable parameters. In this work, the Ne pressure at 0◦C of BSG and ASG103

cells is estimated from [22] to be 88 ± 2 Torr and 87 ± 2 Torr, respectively. The Ne pressure in104

the cell induces for both cells a clock frequency shift of about 50 kHz. We remind here that the105

pressure shift coefficient for Cs clock transition in the presence of Ne gas is positive (686 ± 14106

Hz /Torr) [22]. Thus, in our experiment, a leak of Ne gas leads to a progressive reduction of the107

clock frequency.108

Figure 2 shows temporal traces of the clock frequency, recorded with the same experimental setup,109

but with two different Cs-Ne microcells, with windows made of BSG or ASG windows. The cell110
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Fig. 2. Temporal trace of the clock frequency, using Cs-Ne microfabricated cells,
having either BSG or ASG windows. For the ASG (BSG) cell, the 0 value on the y-axis
corresponds to a central frequency of 9.192 682 333 (9.192 681 869) GHz. The initial
clock frequency difference for the two cells is attributed to a slight difference of Ne
pressure (∼ 1 Torr).

with BSG windows leads to a negative clock frequency drift, assumed to be the signature of a Ne111

gas leak. The fitting of experimental data by a linear function yields a rate of −294 ± 1 mHz/day.112

This value is in good agreement with the clock frequency stability measured at 1 day when using113

a similar Cs-Ne cell heated at 70◦C [20]. Fitting data by an exponential decay, we estimate the114

permeation rate for Neon through BSG to be about 3.3 × 10−22 m2.s−1.Pa−1 at 75◦C. Although115

this value is twice higher than the one reported in [28], it corresponds to the one extracted116

from a Cs-Ne clock frequency measurement performed at 81°C reported in [23]. With the cell117

having ASG windows, the clock is much more stable on the long-term. In this case, fitting of118

experimental data by a linear function gives a rate of 0 ± 1 mHz/day. These results strongly119

suggest that the use of ASG windows will mitigate the contribution of Ne gas permeation onto120

the clock long-term stability.121

Despite the relevant improvement obtained with ASG, residual fluctuations of the clock122

frequency remain for shorter integration times, as it can be seen on Fig. 2. Looking at the123
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Fig. 3. Observed correlation between the clock frequency and the re-scaled setup box
temperature. For information, the typical daily variations of the box temperature are
0.45◦C. The maximum box temperature variations along the 5 days are 0.8◦C.
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Fig. 4. (a) Temporal trace of the setup box temperature in normal and locked conditions.
In the locked case, an in-loop and out-of-loop sensor are monitored. Offsets were
applied to the temperatures for clarity. Temperatures at 𝑡 = 0 are 26.2, 29.3 and 29◦C for
the "no servo", "with servo (out-of-loop)" and "with servo (in-loop)" cases, respectively.
One point was kept every 1000 s. (b) Temperature fluctuations (K) of sensors, derived
from data shown in (a), versus the integration time. The color code of Fig. 4(a) legend
is kept. Colored zones indicate the size of error bars.

evolution of experimental parameters during the clock run, we found a clear correlation between124

the clock frequency and the setup box temperature variations. This behaviour is illustrated in125

Fig. 3 with another measurement data set of 5 days, where the box temperature was re-scaled,126

averaged for clarity and superimposed to the clock frequency data.127

For better knowledge and control of the setup temperature, we have distributed over the setup128

breadboard 5 heating resistances and 7 thermistors. 6 sensors are used for monitoring while129

the seventh, placed between the quarter-wave plate and the CPT cell package, is used for the130

setup temperature control. The setup temperature in the box, measured at about 26◦C (see Fig. 3131

and caption) before implementation of the servo, was tuned at the level of about 29◦C with the132

servo (see Fig. 4 and caption). This temperature remains much lower than the one of some key133

components of the setup such as the laser and the cell.134

Figure 4(a) shows a temporal trace of the setup box temperature, measured for more than135

20 days with an independent thermistor, with or without stabilization of the temperature. The136



temperature of the thermistor used by the temperature controller (in-loop sensor) is also reported137

for information. An averaging window of 1000 s is used to plot these data. We observe that138

temperature variations of the setup are drastically mitigated when the lock is activated. For139

complimentary information, Fig. 4(b) shows typical temperature fluctuations, extracted from140

data shown in Fig. 4(a), of the respective sensors, in free-running and locked cases, versus the141

integration time. Temperature variations of the out-of-loop sensor are reduced by one order of142

magnitude at 105 s in the locked case, yielding residual temperature fluctuations of about 0.01 K.143

The in-loop sensor shows temperature fluctuations around 1 mK at 105 s.144

4. Clock frequency stability progress145

This section reports on the evaluation progress of the clock fractional frequency stability. It aims146

to demonstrate how the clock stability was improved by progressively implementing additional147

servos of the setup box temperature, the microwave power and the laser power.148

Figure 5 shows the clock Allan deviation recorded with the ASG cell, with or without stabilization149

of the setup box temperature. Microwave and power servos are not activated. The laser power 𝑃𝑙150

is 100 `W and the microwave power 𝑃`𝑊𝑖
is −0.49 dBm (0.89 mW). The blue curve of Fig. 5151

shows results obtained without temperature stabilization of the setup box. In this case, the clock152

stability is limited at the level of about 10−11 at 105 s. When the setup temperature is stabilized153

(green curve), the clock Allan deviation is measured to be 1.5 × 10−10 at 1 s, 3.8 × 10−12 at 105 s154

and below 10−11 at 3 × 105 s. The clock stability at 1 day integration time is about one order of155

magnitude better than the one reported in [20], and is found in good agreement with the Allan156

deviation calculated from data shown in Fig. 3, where both the effect of the setup temperature157

and a residual linear drift (corresponding to permeation), would be subtracted from the raw data.158

During clock operation, we have monitored some key experimental parameters in order to159

identify the new main contributions to the clock mid-term stability. In Fig. 5, the red curve depicts160

the contribution to the Allan deviation of the microwave power fluctuations. This contribution161

is derived from voltage fluctuations Δ𝑉 recorded at the output of the Schottky diode (Δ𝑉/𝑉 =162

7.2 × 10−4 at 105 s) and includes fictitious input microwave power fluctuations induced by the163

temperature sensitivity of the Schottky diode power-to-voltage coefficient. With a measured164

dependence of the clock frequency to microwave power variations of 4.7 × 10−12 (in fractional165

value), this contribution reaches 3-4 × 10−12 at 105 s, a level comparable to the clock Allan166
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deviation result.167

The second contribution to the clock stability, depicted by the orange curve in Fig. 5, is the168

contribution of laser power fluctuations. Here, laser power fluctuations at the cell input, obtained169

by measuring the laser power detected by the photodiode PD1 and adequate calibration, are170

multiplied by the sensitivity coefficient of the clock frequency versus laser power dependence171

curve (6.5 × 10−12/`W in fractional value). With fractional laser power fluctuations Δ𝑃𝑙/𝑃𝑙 ≃ 3172

× 10−3 at 105 s (Δ𝑃𝑙 ≃ 0.3 `W), we obtain that laser power fluctuations limit the clock stability173

at the level of about 2 × 10−12 at 105 s.174

As shown in Fig. 6, we have noticed that the laser power 𝑃𝑙 measured at the cell input (photodiode175

PD1), and consequently the laser power 𝑃𝑜 at the cell output (PD2), were correlated with the176

atmospheric pressure measured in the lab. This can be explained by the fact that the VCSEL177

package used in this setup is not vacuum-sealed and then not immune to ambient pressure178

variations. Over a measurement of 6 days, we have also observed, without microwave power179

stabilization, that both microwave power signals, 𝑃`𝑊𝑖
and 𝑃`𝑊𝑟

, showed periodically some180

spikes, also visible on the laboratory temperature data. This observation is consistent with the fact181

that some microwave components and detectors were initially out of the temperature-controlled182

setup box, experiencing ambient temperature fluctuations.183

For further mitigation of light-shifts contributions, we have first envisioned to reduce the184

microwave power contribution shown in Fig. 5 (red curve). In this process, we studied the impact185

of the temperature dependence of the Schottky diode power-to-voltage coefficient. At fixed input186

microwave power, we measured that the voltage output of the Schottky diode could change at the187

level of −8 × 10−5 V/K. Given our experimental conditions, we calculated then that a variation188

of 1 K of the Schottky diode could induce, in closed-loop configuration of a microwave power189

servo, a clock frequency variation of 1.3 × 10−11/K (in fractional value). With the Schottky190

diode out of the box and considering that 0.3 K temperature variation can be experienced within191

the experimental room, this sensitivity could have limited the clock stability at 105 s at the level192

of about 4 × 10−12, comparable to the clock Allan deviation (green curve) of Fig. 5.193

We placed first the Schottky diode into the temperature stabilized box, without microwave power194

servo. In this configuration, the contribution of the microwave power at 105 s, treated as in Fig.195
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5, was found to be comparable with the one measured in Fig. 5.196

We have then implemented a microwave power servo, with the Schottky diode in the box. This197

test was performed with a comparable laser power 𝑃𝑙 ≃ 100 `W and a microwave power 𝑃`𝑊198

≃ 0.82 mW. With this servo, microwave power fluctuations Δ𝑃`𝑊/𝑃`𝑊 , measured through199

the in-loop Schotky diode, were reduced at 1 day by almost an order of magnitude, reaching200

9.7 × 10−5 (Δ𝑃`𝑊 ≃ 81 nW at 1 day). With this number, the contribution of the microwave201

power variations to the clock stability would be rejected at the level of 3.8 × 10−13 at 105 s.202

With this servo, the clock frequency stability was improved, as shown in Fig. 7, at the level of203

2 × 10−12 at 105 s and slightly below 2 × 10−12 at 2 × 105 s.204

This level being comparable to the laser power contribution indicated in Fig. 5, we have205

performed a last stability test by adding the laser power servo. In this test, the laser power206

𝑃𝑙 was 75 `W while the microwave power was 0.73 mW. Using this servo, fractional laser207

power fluctuations Δ𝑃𝑙/𝑃𝑙 , extracted from the in-loop sensor (PD1), were reduced at the level of208

4.1 × 10−5 (Δ𝑃𝑙 ≃ 3 nW) at 105 s. In this configuration, the clock Allan deviation, extracted209

from a shorter measurement (5 days) and given the confidence intervals, is comparable or very210

slightly improved at a level below 2 × 10−12 at 105 s.211

5. Conclusions212

We have reported the progress of a table-top CPT-based Cs atomic clock using a symmetric213

auto-balanced Ramsey (SABR) interrrogation technique and a microfabricated cell, filled with214

Neon, with low permeation ASG windows. We demonstrated that ASG reduces significantly Ne215

permeation through the cell glass in comparison with standard borosilicate glass (BSG). This216

solution allows to mitigate the impact of the cell atmosphere evolution to the clock mid- and217

long-term stability. Since light-shift effects remained the main contribution to the clock stability218

for 𝜏 > 104 s, we implemented active stabilization of the setup box temperature, microwave power219

and laser power. The addition of these servos contributed to yield a clock Allan deviation of 1.4 ×220

10−12 at 105 s. These results at 1 day, competitive with those of best microwave microcell-based221

atomic clocks [4, 14, 21], are more than 10 times better than obtained previously with this clock222

demonstrator [20]. In the future, the implementation of the pulsed SABR sequence without223



the use of an external AOM will be investigated. Several approaches might be explored for224

this purpose [29–31]. This might pave the way to the advent of new-generation fully-integrated225

pulsed CPT atomic clocks with enhanced stability.226
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